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PREFACE 
The art and personality of Picasso dominated the whole European Scene 
of modem art for a little more than half of 20th century. His creations know no 
limitations of time & space and influenced, not only the whole age but the whole 
race of man kind cutting across all the worldly barriers. This dynamic scepter 
went on moving and creating land marks in the academic and intellectual spheres 
of European art.though he never moved along a preconceived set path.instead 
he went on tossing over his creation just like pebbles in a pathway. But each 
pebble had its own individual charm and grace due to a strange and glistening 
novelty. Being a student of art this multidimentional and inspiring art genius 
attracted and appealed to me to the extent of kinding me curiosity to know more 
about him and present a dissertation based on the survey of the existing literature, 
about him. 
However, this attempt can not be boasted upon to encompass ail of his 
creation,since he is the artist who is known for his immense creativity reflecting 
a multifaceted genius. Through out all the phases of his long career he went on 
adopting changes in almost every direction whether it be a matter of style and 
technique or diversity in medium and themes. Here an attempt has been made 
to introduce some fascinating figures through a very few of his hand-picked master 
pieces . Nevertheless I believe that these creations can provide art student a 
fairly conceivable profile of the inherent talent of Picasso" the great painter of 
his age. Modern technological developments have put at our disposal a lot of 
facilities like availability of books and visual colour-plates of original paintings of 
grand old masters Such amenities have provided a lot of impetus to the 
researches in the field of fine art. Consequently a lot of serious deliberations 
and research are going on round the globe This is a happy and healthy sign for 
the students of History of art who could new aspire to accomplish the task of 
studying the subject with interest and enthusiasm and could present before the 
world many new and hitherto unexplored angles hiding in the nooks and corners 
of the subject. 
(S. SHABAB FffTTMA) 
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CHAPTER -1 
(A) 
THOUGHTS 
JkBOUT 
PICASSO 
CHAPTER -1 (a) 
THOUGHTS ABOUT PICASSO 
Whenever the word Art' occurs in the course of my thoughts, I think 
immediately of Picasso. No matter what problem he has to face, or what question 
to answer Picasso always solves it in the light of his art For art is his personal 
sphere. 
"Arts follows life", Picasso lives in his painting-what does it matter that the 
shadow slip away once its mission is fulfilled, marking in its own way the passage 
of time. 
The day will come, 'I heard him say, when the right of a painting will ease 
the pain of toothache. "Picasso was speaking in parables, perhaps, thinking of 
the effect a combination of colour and light produce, on a man who knows, 
contemplates or has learned to see with his whole soul". It would be necessary 
that the observer's mood coincide with the mood which governed the artist, idea 
and state of mind at the moment he was painting a picture in order to open the 
way to an adequately sympathetic response. 
In these lines, we wish to assess Picasso' position in he world of 
art. The fact that he was born in our lime holds great importance but what interest 
us most is that he has been permitted to follow unerringly the path of his own 
destiny. For Picasso (Pablo Ruiz) appears to have been born with a pencil in his 
hand. He was born to demonstrate that art has its own prerogatives and that by 
his accomplishment he showed that the artist, if he really is one, has his right to 
a prominent place in the world of art. 
In my opinion, Picasso was a very talented and hard-working painter in 
the world of modern art, in all the periods just like a cubism Blue & Rose period. 
He works continuously from (tenanciously) from morning to night to morning 
without rest, work is an obsession, the first faltering steps were taken in the 
coruna, we shall not speak now of the sketches sent to his family as illustration 
to his letter, which he transformed into little news papers but rather of a multitude 
of small painting, some of which he offered to Dr. Roman Perez costales, and of 
portrait that he still keeps in the studio. 
I do not wish to take this occasion to comment on the the capacity of critic 
or historian of Picasso paintings. What I have to say about it will come later to 
illustrate the out standing phase of his life. My concern here is to make evident, 
the degree which as an observer set Picasso apart from the rest of the world. 
One who has not seen him can not imagine the intensity of his gaze which is 
always in ambush for surprises. 
I believe that his way of seeing life must differ from our own, but it has the 
advantage of not differing in every respect. He can contemplate (meditate) life 
better while lying with half closed eyes than others can who seem to be on their 
toes for his state of reverse affords him greater transquility. 
I shall give one example out of a thousand ones to use his own phrase 
"Among thousand of millions"- which a close study of Picasso's personality affords 
every day, and I shall speak of what he is able to do with one ordinary object out 
of all those which the world constantly offers to his cautious eyes. 
His brain apparently received the poetic emotion which in the service of 
his ovm feeling, produced version of the birds much more telling than truth itself. 
"For his artificial owl is the product of an Imagination" in a state of grace". 
Picasso has the gift of magnifying the Image that falls within the focus of 
his vigilant gaze. He takes it from Its ordinary place makes it shine, and gives it 
relief. He dazzles us with the radiant reflection that has come alight In his poetic 
spirit until he brings us to distinguish the image by what inherently sets in apart. 
At some unknown moment he himself distinguished it from innumerable others, 
at the instant when his elation blended into the sensory rapture of contemplating 
something which had surprised him by the very reason of Its coming before him 
unexpectedly. 
And for this reason which is the only one capable of carrying him away, 
Picasso is always prepared to capture what is offered to him. Contemplation his 
eyes is not clouded by the desire to take by the surprise what comes into his ken 
such a desire to take by surprise what comes into his ken. Such a desire would 
only frightens away any possibility of surprise to plan the search impedes the 
chance of encounter. It Is an image of the imagination and nothing else. 
In regard to his art, Picasso is some what like a Volcano in constant 
eruption. His activity, a sort of frenzy, or turbulence of latent revolt, is without 
equal. His capacity of work is constantly manifested in what he does. In Picasso, 
that is, the artist is revealed as a contradiction to the routine that we See in the 
image of the man. Let us add, moreover, that In his daily life he is a supreme 
conservative. He keeps all his possesions piled up around him. During the 
process of his poetic gestation the least preoccupation would be enough to disturb 
him But in the course of his daily life nothing upsets him That there are 
mountains of books on the floor does not matter a bit 
The behaviour of Picasso, purely as a human being, gives new meaning 
to the poetic phrase. If Picasso could detain the course of time, all clocks vvould 
stop, the hours would perish, days would come to an end, and the earth would 
cease its revolution and wait for him to change his mind. And if it had really been 
he who had stopped it, the globe would wait in vain. It is necessary for the free 
pursuit of his destiny. 
CHAPTER -1 
(B) 
INTEODUCTION 
CHAPTER I (b) 
INTRODUCTION 
An artist need to attune himself to his age, nor can artistic culture ever be 
revered from that complex of spiritual forces which go to the making not only of 
history, but of man himself. 
The word of the spirit is constantly under going a crisis, whether the crisis 
develops smoothly and almost unnoticeably or it is more turbulent and noisy. 
Few man would deny that, since the first decode of this century a widespread 
uncertainty has prevailed concerning the development of art. From this a state of 
dissatisfaction has arisen which by degrees, has clearly expressed it self in an 
open instability and a troubled mind. Human institution could not avoid reacting 
at a time when the theory of relativity was announced and fourth dimension and 
the infinity of space discovered. 
In the course of history, even in the more perilous period of decadence, 
there always exist same positive elements in which human experience fulfills 
itself by definite forms and attains the level of a universal language. This is the 
reason why we are bound to consider Picasso as the most significant artist of 
this period. For in a way he has transformed a variety of experiences and thanks 
to his masterly craftsmanship, succeeded in expressing himself and ourselves 
in a variety of pictorial languages.^ 
1. Hans Joffe L.C. — > Pablo Picasso 
2. Ibid., pp.6. 
A merely passing glance at the wtioJe range of Picasso's work reveals a 
most mobile succession of contact all with the various artistic expressions of his 
age so that we are left wondering in the end whether what he has given us is 
more important than v^^at he has taken away from us or vice versa. Along the 
secret path of his inspiration he flits from epics to myth, from lyricism to surrealism, 
from the grotesque to pathos. In an Epoch (important time) that is wholly opposed 
to school and to pre-established forms in which the grouping the signs is of 
greater value than their meaning. Picasso is dominant because of his energetic 
rebe<lion, his passionate protest, and his inexhaustible inventive power. 
In this new tradition the data of past ages are summed up, for it is only 
thus that their teaching can affect us and become valid and effective for us too. 
Even though his activity occasionally turns into a creative rage (exitement) into 
a kind of hatred to wards everything that his memory supplies he find safety in 
the precision of his sign and in the number of his work. They form by now a cycle 
of romance crowded with figures, stories character, episodes, faces and events 
which are held together by an intensity unfailing and energy of style. 
Piccasso's works may be recognized some day and read as the novel 
must truthfully representing the life of our age. 
What troubles and disturbs one most in this romance is Picasso's changing 
manner which is far more disturbing than the changing figures by which it is in 
turn represented. Whatever form each of his work may assume is possesses so 
strict a unity of style that any hidden change, finds its proper place in the 
consistent organism of what his imagination suggests to him. It is always passible 
to say that a single work is less successful, but it is never possible to maintain 
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that It IS the result of the juxtaposition of different moments 
The mood that inspired it permeates every element of its composition with 
an unfailing intensity Had not each of his work originated in a deep set expressive 
need, in the closest correlation of his emotion with the reality of life or of culture, 
neither would such a result have been attained, nor would the artistic quality of 
his work have been proved. This is so true that these shifting, characteristics of 
Picasso's creation, constitute the essence of his signification, namely a creative 
process that avers the persistence feeling of despair by which it has been enabled 
and compelled to realize itself. 
Jaime Sabartes - his friend and secretary for many years keeping aloof 
from any subtle critical research has thus accurately described this contact of 
Picasso's pliable to the impression he receives the reality that surrounds and 
inspires him. Extremely he is prompt in responding to suggestion from anything 
around him, a flower, a scrap of paper trailing on the ground, and so on. While 
his senses are ever open to perception, his restlessness, his inelegance, what 
he has felt and remembers, act together in him. 
We are often told that he paints like so and so. In his case this is a matter 
of no consequence. He may have collected same germs of infection In passing. 
That is all, and time will take care of his recovery. By incessantly painting and 
drawing, he forgets anything that his good or ill luck had brought to him. Each 
diseases inoculates him with an immunizing serum." 
Picasso himself is supposed to have acknov^^edged in 1926 "A" Picture is 
never a conclusion for me, it is not a ripeness, It is much rather than a happy 
chance and an ("Experience") so much each stage of vesion is merely a 
decomposition of the reality that is seen. As if there was a casual relation of 
action and counter action the two factors object and subject add up is to a new 
final oneness This naturalistic creative process through which the artist was set 
face to face with nature is annihilated. 
The fundamental points towards the understanding of Picasso's work is 
precisely to be seen in this function of his pictorial languages. Actually it is merely 
a heroic striving towards truth, a means by which to maintain a particular state of 
culture and civilization within the control of the individual. 
Really, he was a very great artist. This great artist was born in Malaga on 
25th Oct. in 1881, His real name is Pablo Ruiz Picasso and his father's name 
was Jase Ruiz Blasco and, that of his mother is Maria Picasso. His life has 
been singularly intensive and productive, Born in Malaga on October, 25,1881, 
he was already honorably mentioned at 16, when he exhibited his picture science 
et charite at the Exhibition of Fine art in Madrid. From that time onwards, he was 
never to overlook anything that was most alive, most current and lofty in what 
culture could offer him, and he was to take his part and to share in this culture. 
There are no myths and no legend in his life; there is only an absolute dedication 
to experiments a few among them unhappy in their result, as necessarily happen 
to an artist who is a man and not a monster, that is to say a creative, artist and 
not a Jobber. 
But however slight and unpretentious, there was never lacking a feature 
bearing the stamp of a genuine artistic activity, and thus making it unfailingly 
significant. 
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It was impossible for Picasso not to respond to the echoes of the pictorial 
language of the impressionist at a time when that language was most current 
and influential, as may shown by the "portrait of (1989) a variation on Renair", or 
his Boulevard de clich (1901) in Max Pellequer's collection, Paris. Nevertheless 
almost at the same time he was paying attention to Daumier (during his second 
visit to Paris in 1901 he was able to see the great show of Daumier works 
organized by the Ecole des Beaux. Arts and by the press Syndicate ) and to 
Toulouree Lauterc/' 
Thus, after following in the wake of sheinlen, he interested himself, while 
in Paris in 1901, in van Gogh, Denis, Vuillard, Degas, Renoir and in Phoenician 
and Egyptian work, while also being attracted by Gauguin, Tahite, Nao-Noa 
Charles, Maurice and all that is connected with this style. It was in 1901 that 
Picasso painted his Harlequine (Mr. & Mrs. Clifford's collection, Philadelphia), 
which clearly anticipates some of the novelties he was later to create. 
The beginning of an artist is always an indication of what his character is 
In EIFinal, in the museum of modern art in Barcelona painted in 1901, the 
connection with Toulouse Lautrec is clear and it was shown already a Menu that 
Picasso drew for the "Quatre gate" restaurant in Barcelona in 1898 and the 
portraits of Jaime Sabartes, now in the Museum of Modern art at Mascowand in 
the pastel women at the cafe, both painted in 1901 in which the placing of the 
figures, while still dependent on Toulouse Lautrec's feeling for forms, attains a 
great anatomy and illustrative details, La-nana as the name of painting, his 
3. Exhibition of Daumier's in 1901 (Paris) 
painting shown in the Modren art Museum of Bancelona in 1901 Picauso had 
not been blind to the new contribution of post-impressionism and even to the 
formal techinque of divisionism the generous flow of his imagination should not 
be mistaken for heterogeneous, swollen by the tributaries the painter has met in 
his progress and such gaps as are left are due to a temporary strauing of the 
current. 
Now currently described as his "blue tone" almost monochromatic * 
(Rouault) as using a similar basic colour almost at the same time) with stiff and 
stern profiles, set in an immobility that is scarcely attenuated by the surrounding 
and enveloping space. 
The influence of El Greco was to be exemplified later and is shown in the 
Old Guitar Player 1903, of the Chicago art institutes. He visited cafes and 
cabarets, painted at night, and at the same time formed connection with the 
leading representatives of art and culture Reverdy, salmon, van Dongen, Degas, 
Juan Gris, Duhamel, Apolli naire, Gertrude Stein, Matisse, the Douanier 
Roussene, and others. 
In 1905 he was interested in Puvis de Chavannes & Gauguin. It v^as from 
this attention to gauguin (which clearly shown in such work of 1906 as the pen 
drawing Andorra peasants now in the Chicago Art institute, the self portraits, 
now in the Philadelphia museum of art, and the celebrated two nudes of the 
Silbermann collection in New York, that helped by same archaistic suggestion, 
4. He describe as his "blue tone' - monochromatic 
5. The famous painting is The Old Guitar in 1903 shown in Chicago art institute in 1903. 
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his cubist manner was to start a cubistic language ttiat had been vaguely 
foreshadowed in his land scape of Barcelona 1903 (Formely in the Percier Gallary) 
and was to display its formal principles to a for greater degree in his landscape 
with figures of 1908. 
His "Pink Period", that followed upon the blue period" may be approximately 
placed between the end of 1905 and 1906 There is a greater tenderness in his 
work of this period, a kind of restfulness which the artist is contemplating as if he 
had transformed the excitement of colour and form peculiar to the "fauves" (the 
"fauves" made their first appearance in 1905 at the Salond' Automne) into a 
more subtle sentiment through the intervention, as it were of Greek refinement. 
It was at this time that Picasso discovered the old Grecian serenity (see 
and correct Manner was in later year occasionally to interrupt his most raging 
and monstrous pictures. 
During 1906 he reflected upon the great teaching of Cezanne, and later In 
1909, the portraits of Clovis Sagot (in the A.E. Von Saher collection of Amsterdem)^ 
was to represent an echo of the teaching and show that the cubist order was 
mainly promoted by it, for after all the portraits of Braque was painted in that 
year. He meditated on the ancient sculptures of Spain he saw in the Louvre, and 
painted in the same year the portraits of gertrude Stein, now in the metropolitan 
museum of New York. In the following year he met Braque and Derain the Museum 
of modern art in New York.)^ 
6. The later work of Picasso is the portrait of Clovis Sagot. 
(Collection A.E. Von Saher - Amsterdem) 
7. ibid., pp.6. 
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This work is primary importance from which originated the most painted 
novelty in the pictorial language of our time marks the beginning of Picasso's 
most decisive step towards the cubist concept 
In 1908 are found with him Braque, Metzinger, Salman, Apollinaire, Raynal, 
Princet, a professor of mathematics, Gris and Kahnweiler representative of the 
groups by whidi the first truly significant princip<es of cubism were to be posited, 
either from an esthetic or from a conceptional and critical view point according to 
their individual professions. From 1909 to 1912 Picasso s creative activity was 
directed to what has been termed analytical cubism Later, and until 1921 his 
inexhaustible productivity brought about the culminating period of the so called 
synthetic cubism that had some connection with the forms established by Scurat. 
Almost at the same time, however Picasso look notice of the rigorous 
ingress, and soon after making a visit to Italy because of the ballet of Sergei 
Diaghlev, and all during his stay at Pinard his inspiration turned to a sharper 
renewal of the classical spirit. (For as early as 1925 the was attracted by the 
theories of the Surrealist even though their attention was never great for him and 
was mainly the result of intellectual curiosity)." Heneforward his maturity reached 
Exceptional and extraordinary achievements for beyond the ideologies of the 
cubists and surrealists. 
Picasso does not brook compulsion of any kind; everything under the sway 
of his mind is refashioned, for he listens to the advice, most authentic and true, 
that human suggestions press on him thus we see an ironical brutality (seated 
8. He was attracted by the theories of surrealism in 1925. 
1
woman with a fish like hat, 1942) the expressionist horror of figures (seated Nude, 
1940) and even some learnings towords the pure abstract, from which not a few 
artist drew their often mechanical, if poetically intended, applications (guitar, a 
carbon of 1912 in the Rosenwald collection, Le gueridon lilanc,, 1920, in the 
Pellequer collection, the famous pen drawing of 1926 later reproduced in wood 
cut in La chef d' oeuvre inconnu of Balzac & musical instrument.' 
There is in Picasso a moral law that drives him to reach beyond every 
earthly and cultural myth to avail himself of what is not yet burned out and above 
all the his heartfelt expenences. He has discarded any suggestion of his 
imagination every technique painting drawing, engraving, Sculpture, ceramics 
(he produced truly exceptional works even in the two latter mediums, although 
we can not consider them here) and also mixed techniques have provided him 
with the means to discover a paint of contact is the fauling world (Charnel house-
1944-48, us Massacre in Korea, 1951, War and Peace, (1952). He was able for 
all these reasons, to declare that v^^en cubism were invented there was no 
intention or inventing cubism, but only of expressing what was in the artist mind. 
In 1937 was the year of Guernica (in the museum of modern art in New 
York),^ ° quite apart from the moral and political impulse which suggest this v«)rk, 
v^ich has by now become one among the most celebrated of the modern age. It 
is worth recalling in what the formal and ideal motifs which constitute it go back 
to more remote antecedents than is generally believed consequently it is not 
merely a work improvised under the stimulus of moral indignation towards a hated 
cause, and thus by a political impulse. 
9. Ibid., pp.8. 
10, In 1937 - The year of Guernica (New York) 
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They are work revealing in their form and content a similar feeling if one 
takes into account as one should, the necessary and legitimate changes in the 
artist experience one should never forget that changes m Picasso are more 
apparent that substantial, provided his earliest period if is leftout the period ending 
about 1907 when Les-demoiseles d'Avignon was product." 
All the so called irreconcilable diversities in work of the same period with 
which artist has been taxed by some critics, appear to be easily bridged over 
when more closely examined, if the stylistic energy which is the most appreciable 
and determining feature of picasso's art is more closely examined, if the stylistic 
energy which is the most appreciable and determining feature of Picasso's art is 
more widely comprehensively understood. 
Thus it is a compendium of all the qualities of form and content of picasso's 
art the development of an expressionist synthesis from the data of nature, line 
force straining to their utmose and breaking out of the frame of the picture, hard 
and angular contours expressed by a continuous and significant play of white 
black & grey ("one works with few colours Picasso's has said :but when each of 
them is set in its proper place they appear to be money more") (i) It is also a 
statement of picasso's universal position his merging every single individuality 
into a symbol for the whole of humanity. 
Picasso is averse to the imitation of nature in every form. He trust in the 
expressive power of the image cut adrift from nature by a direct crude, almost 
11. ibid., pp.9 to 12. 
12. Pablo Picasso -- Thomas and Hudson. 
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savage intrusion of the sweeping force of emotion even though this 
intrusion may be conscious and controlled by the rules of craftsmanship. And 
thus he tends to established an indissoluble and almost relation with his 
confidence in the certainly of the artistic signification which fantasy he tends to 
established supplies. 
He has arranged at one the same time, layers of lyricism and prose into a 
unity of tone and colour which ultimately is the real significance of an artist and 
of his work for humanity Only in such a way supremacy two goals in the unending 
course of civilization and history which linked exist and persist in a loftier need 
for freedom which though unavoidably dependent on circumstances the impetus 
towards the reunion of life with art. "There are painters who change the Sun into 
a yellow spot into the sun" (ii) Picasso belong to the latter breed for his every line 
and colour are loaded with life, and call for eyes that meet and Penetrate life, just 
as the artist has met it and expressed it, without any kind of inhibition and perhaps 
without any kind of hope. 
15 
CHAPTER - II 
LIFE - SKETCH 
CHAPTER - II 
LIFE SKETCH 
PABLO RUIS PICASSO: Pablo Ruiz Picasso was born in Malaga on 25th 
October in 1881 at 9.30 p.m.' on the southern mediteranean. His father's name 
is the Raiz Blasco and mother's name is Maria Picasso. After 1901 Pablo used 
only the name of his mother, Maria Picasso as is aften done in Spain. 
His fatherwas teacher inthe local art school, He taught drawing & painting 
at the Provincial school art & craft which was centre of the art education in that 
part of Adndalusia. He was a very talented teacher. His son Picasso gained first 
know ledge of the art from his father. Really Pablo was a very talented student 
of art just tike his father Jose Ruiz Blasco. (He specialized in picture of Pigeons 
and still life with flowers). 
Picasso was a great artist inthe world of modern art, the theme of his 
painting is social and the treatment was naturalistic^ about although the 10 years 
old author is confined to the contemporary idioms, he reveals amazing technical 
skill.3 
PabJo showed a remarkables ability to draw and amuse his friend by 
quick sketches that already went beyond the imaginative innocent of childhood. 
In 1891, the family moved to La Caruna and in 1895 moved a second'time to 
1. Picasso was bom in Malaga on 25th Oct. in 1881. 
2. The theme of his - painting is social and the treatment was naturalistic. 
3. Ibid., pp.12. 
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Barcelona There young Pablo began to assert his independence, finding friends 
among the avant - Garde poets painters & Philosophers who frequented the 
famous tavern Els Quatre, Gats and urged each other on in ideas of Anarchy & 
sociolism, and in fin-de-Siele melancholy, their revolutionary trends of thought 
were dominated by a desire to escape from the narrow limitation of Spanish 
society 
In 1896 the 15 yr old pablo was admitted to the art school where his father 
taught. He demonstrated Exceptional gift as a painter by his brilliant performance 
in the entrance Examination. It elsewhere in Europe, these required of the 
candidate matriculous observation of the subject in all its detail and a naturalistic 
technique which not many boys that age possessed. The drawing and illustration 
appeared frequently in Nev/spaper & Magazines. The style of these work 
especially the sinuous, flexible line clearly relates them to the symbolist school 
and to art. 
(His own studio open in first time in Barcelona in Calle-de-le-Platta in 
1896). 
In 1897 Picasso was awarded honour able mention at the Exhibition of 
fine arts in Madrid for his painting sciences & charity (ciencia & coridad) Belongs 
to the Bohemian group which centre around the cafe, beginning of frindship with 
Jame Sabartes. His first Exhibition in Barcelona at Els Quartre Gats/ In Oct he 
was succesfully applies to and is accepted for the advanced classes in the Royal 
Academy of San Farnando Madrid. 
4. His first exhibition in Barcelona at Els quartre Gats. 
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In 1897. Young artist when he was 15th year old was so talented artist, 
that he took only one day to pass the Entrance test for the Academy of Fine art, 
Barcelona although the regulation allowed a whole month for task 
He mae a half length portrait of an old begger (Pa-336) dating from that 
time his class advanced technical still. He was inspired by the great painting of 
velaquez such as famous water seller of Seville. 
That is the source of the magneficently realistic rendering of the skining 
skin, the pasty hair as well as of generous broad, brushwork vigourously light & 
shadow, which stress the momentary quality of the figure & largely contributes to 
the serious concentrate expression. 
(His first drawing published in 1900 in the Spanish magazines JoventuI ^ 
(a younger sister inspired by parisian painting & lithography). The place Picasso 
is an illustrator among the little group of penetrating and pessimistic observer 
whose awakened & critical mind display in their rapid sketches from life, an 
occasional flash of sardonic humour]. 
IN 1903, He was return from Madrid to Barcelona early in the year. In 
Barcelona, still of supported in a modest way by his family. He painted picture 
now classified as of his Blue, period. It was at this time that the began to sign his 
painting with his mother name Picasso.^ 
5. His first drawing published in 1900 in the Spanish Magazines Joventut. 
6. Ibid., pp.18. 
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From 1904 ownward Picasso made Paris a home. He found a studio in a 
building in Mont Martex known as the Bateau Lavoir, when he lived surrounded 
by other artist and poet and shared with his devoted mistress, Fernando Olivier, 
the bohemian life of Montmartre, Among his Campanion were Max Jacob, Alfred 
Andre Salmon & guillaume Apollinaire. 
He was also fortunate in meeting collectors and dealers who could 
appreciate Extra-ordinary vitality that he showed in his thought & his work, 
Ambroise vollard, Gertude schukine and the young Daniel Henri Kahnweiler 
supported him by buying his picture. But the disconcerting speed with which 
Picasso pursued new discoveries without concern for his material security afte 
caused them considerable dismay of the artist who knew him well, including 
Matisse, Derain & Ulaminck. It was only Braque who immediately understood 
the implication of'Les Demoisellesd Avignon' that astonishing painting produced 
by Picasso in 1907. 
Cubism, however, could not have come to life had it not been for Picasso's 
sudden understanding of the importance of African sculpture. 
Its primitive power contributed to the rapid development of revolutionary 
style which within Syer had become widely known. 
In 1097 the great artist Picasso his by designing scenery and costume 
for the Russian Ballet of serge Diaghilew & shortly afterwards he married one of 
the dancer, Olga Khokhlava, who born him a son, Paulo in 1921. His marriage 
tnded to lead him away from the Bohemian world of Mont Marte and towards the 
a high value upon his work Ho\A«ver in 1921 he again asserted his independence 
and showed his disdain for the approval of society by painting pictures which 
contained violence movement and distortion distasteful to those who excepted 
the art to please and flatter them The violence of his expression continued to 
increase and was translated into sculpture, drawing and engravings which for 
many reason won the admiration of the surrealist Although he remained some 
what aloof from their group his close association with Andre Breton and Paul 
Eluard afforded lasted in the case of Eluard untill the poet death in 1952.^ 
Throughout these decades Picasso spent his life mostly in Paris, Paying 
frequent visit to the South of France. He was accompained on many of these 
visit, by Dara Moar, whose intelligence and profound understanding made her 
for many years his most intimate companion after his estrangement from his 
wife. 
The Progressive darkening of the Political Climate in the 1930, reached 
its climax for Picasso with the Spanish civil war and the wanton destruction of 
Guernica in 1937. This event roused in Picasso a fury which founds its 
Expression in the great mural painters for the Spanish republican pavilion in the 
Paris world Exhibition of that year. 
In 1946 Picasso again able to travel to the Mediterrian and soon afte 
settled in vallauris with Francoise Gilot and their two child claud & Paloma. In 
this small twon he was able to add ceramics and Lithography to the wide range 
of his activities. 
7. Ibid., pp.20. 
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He loined the communist party as a sign of his solidarity with its ideal and 
made special trips to peace congress in Rome warson & London 
The emotion caused by his separation from Francoise Gilot in 1935 
revealed IS an extra-ordinary series, Lithograph \Aitiich shown him symbolically 
in the role of old & delicated painters thought in dilemmen between his devotion 
to his living model & to his own work This attitutde to self criticism, which can be 
traced throughout his life, served as a shield for Picasso against he felt to be 
danger of great wealth & univeral recognition 
In 1955 in a large villa in canvas. 1958 he married his new love Jacqueline 
Roque & purchased the ancient chateaw-de vauwenarges in the sainte victoire 
mountains near Aix latter in 1961 he aquired still another house near Maugim in 
a beatiful and rather isoluted setting with views of the sea and mountain. 
There is a young wife found a haven from the curiosity of the world and 
Picasso continued his work unabated. 
In 1973, 8th April at the age of 92 The great artist in the world of modern 
art whose name is Picasso, Picasso was died at Norte-Dame-de-vice.® He paint 
still vibrantly creative and full of plans. 
8 The great artist (Picasso) was died at Norte-Dame-de-vice the age of 92, 8th 
April, 1973. 
9. The Folio's Art book -- Picasso 
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CHAPTEE - 111 
TECHIIQUE AND MAW 
THEMES o r PICASSO'i 
PAIITIN r/£=v 
1 
CHAPTER - HI 
TECHNIQUES OF THE PICASSO'S WORK 
In the emergence of the advanced style, a new technique^ollege^layed 
a grat part. In resorting to this technique. Picasso & Braque intended to achieve 
greater objectivity and impersoanlity. Braque look first step in this directionwhen 
he introduced printed letters and surface painted to resembel wood or marble 
into his composition, as a kind of trompel luck. But his purpose was mor ethan 
illusionistic. The two artist also tried to refer directly to reality is a way which by 
contrast, would accentuate the artificiality of the painting. Medieval master also 
used the same technique when they emphasized the transcendent nature of 
their figues by palcing real object in their contemporary 20th century Bets were 
also start moving inthe same direction when they included in their poems 
conservation over heard at the streets. 
In some group sketches exectuted in water colour or pestte, and in certain 
notations of detail in the spring of 1907. ^  We find intimations of the tremendous 
dynamisms and the complete faces that culminated of in the epoch-making. 
Semoiselled Avignon this helluanting composition with its distorting break of 
structural continuity gave new dramatic impetus to Modern Art by radially 
destroying the illusionist tradition and shifting the centre of gravity to the picture 
itself and the creative tension pervading it. All illustrative or sentimental values 
of the parts were disintegrated, diffused waves of enary binding figures to the 
1. Exhibition of Sketches (Water Colour or Pestle) in the spring of 1907. 
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ground volumes to space. As a creative artist - Picasso has his own 
unique way of techniques ' 
Picasso's graphic work is divided into two essented phases:-
1 The first, the phase of cubism, was characterized by an investigation 
from leading to classification and mastery, of pictorial structure and an almost 
constant use of maked instruments, pen, pencil, characoal making clearcut 
incisive lines mean v&\\\e the technique of colour pestlle gauache, water colour 
were resorted to only intermitently from 1907 to 1909, 1914 to 1923.^  
But after 1930 and stil more markedly after 1933 when Picasso's trip to 
Spain had revived his interest in subject drawn from bull fights and is the 
expression of his personnal feelings. 
2. The second, the phase of Lithographs. 
Graphic technique have played an important role and influenced many 
of his novelties introduced is a particular period. Since we get a lot of different 
form based on this technique e.g. drawing, Etchings, lithographs, linoleum cuts 
and many other similar works. It is especially typical regarding Picasso's graphic 
work, a graphic technique that his drawings institute a voice of their own within 
his work as a while. If we go through Picasso's work in a wholestic manner than 
we came across a stage where he is apprantly filled towards concentrating to 
form new innovatives and seems to sacrifice colours. He had not made a complete 
2. Ibid., pp. 8 to 10. 
3. Ibid., pp.12-13. 
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records of his new discoveries at the cost of the painting but now his painting 
clearly reflect a similar style " And he continued to develops the flexible, clear 
linear style of his". So called 'Ingrers Period", for year of drawing and paintings 
and prints, although he abondoned it in painting 1925" 
As a creative artist Picasso's place is unique among modern painters. 
The techniques of Picasso's painting was greatly effected by world war. 
The outbreak of world war I marked the end of the period in which Picasso 
developed ideas similar to those of his contemporaries Braque and Gris. Just 
after the war he become involved with experiments both in realism & classicism. 
He considered cubism and classic realism as two different means for examining 
reality. In this cubist painting during the war i.e. Harlequin the rough college 
materials has been used and concentrated instead on constructing his figure 
from fewer and larger geometric planes, derived from his papiers colles. 
During and after the war, Picasso was frequently involved in making 
design for the theatre. In 1917 he had designed scenery and costume for the 
coclear satic ballet Parade. So, he continued to design sets, costumers and 
curtain untill 1924. Picasso desing the costume for Lotricarne of Martinez Sierra 
and Manuel de Falla and painted a bull fight scene on the certain drop. 
Picasso's painting of the war and immediate post war period, Juxtapose 
of various techniques, the cubist, a realistic vein with surrealist overtones and 
new classic, between 1924 and 1926 his cubist work become more significant 
and adapted to a more objective represenation. For e.g. the two versions of the 
Three Musician painted by him was a synthesis of all Picasso's cubist 
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experiments upon that date 
Thus, Picasso's graphic works prints as well as drawings from an entirely 
autonomous domain within the broad panaroma of his ocuvre. And it is a proper 
to observe that within this domain we find the same richness and diversity as 
inthe other domians of Picasso's art. This is not only true of techiques, but also 
of conceptions. Technically, the artist makes himself master of all the Graphic 
methods in addition to drawing - etchings (which he practiced at an early late), 
lithography, and linoleum cuts (a fairly late range of rich expressive means 
from the most austere stiff pen drawnings to dynamic, painterly brush drawings. 
For this reason we must be surprised that his drawings quite after go beyond 
the bounds that set them off from painting: We must not underestimate the part 
played by drawing in colleges of 1913. The richness of Picasso's graphic work 
comes not only from the variety of techniques and expressive means, but above 
all from the use Picasso makes of these technique and means. Each technique 
provides him with a new method for discoverings things hithero unrealized, 
merely, latent in another technique. Picasso's "playing with" the various 
technique is a process of Experimentation that stop only when he has exhausted 
the plotentialities of a new medium "Thus his production of graphic work tends 
to be a bunched at particular period of his life and creative career. For instance 
the rich and varied series of Lithographs executed in Mourlots workshop date 
from the period between 1945 and the springs of 1949, before, Picasso had 
not exhibited great interest in the medium. Besides the drawings and 
engravings proper, there are Picasso's book illustrations. Exept for one etching 
of 1905, he did not attempt this type of work untill 1911, when he illustrated Max 
Jacob's saint Matord. He had never wholly abundoned it ever since, what strikes 
us in the field is the richness, not only of technical Executions, but still more of 
artistic conception. 
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A characteristics feature of Picasso's graphic work is that many falls into 
a Cycle or series the series The Painter and his model, for instance, and 
Bullfights/ in such sequences and underlying theme is varied in most surprising 
ways, ever with fresh inventions 
One of the finest Examples of how these variations on a theme lead to 
the discovery of new creative solution is the group of drawings for Guernica ( a 
few of which are shown in figure 29-33, and the series of such prints as he 
dream and lie of Franco, which preceded them,* Here we see that Picasso, fare 
from looking upon drawings as purely preliminary studies, never carries over 
into painting the literally of his graphic researches Rather drav^^ng and engraving 
have for him the same creative dignity that he acknov^edges inthe other domains 
of his art. 
MAIN THEMES OF HIS PAINTING: 
The names of Picasso is without doupt one of the most widely known 
names int he modern world. Even those who knows him best would be the first 
to admit that could truthfully say the understood him as a man or that they were 
available to predict what theme would capture his attention neset. He is world 
in himself and posses as so many books have been written in him and deep 
vision and understanding of life. So many legends have formed tht it sometimes 
seems their most have been on army of Picasso rather than only are man Is 
their sorurce. It is universally recognized however, that he was a great 
revolutionary genuius 
4 Painter and his model and Bulfiglit (Graphic) draw by Picasso 
6 The series of Picasso drawing is THE DREAM AND LIE OF FRANCO. 
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who, during the ninety two years of his life and more to change the meaning 
and appearance of art than any other man in this century In order understand, 
it seems essential to present.® 
Some of his famous work here, he was a man of his own individual style 
and his greatness lies in the fact that whatever he painted it was own 
imagination. Following are the works Picasso reproduced, the drawing and 
illustration of these works were appeared frequently in news paper and 
magazines. The style of these works espcially the sinous, flexible line clearly 
relates them to the symbolist school and to Art Nouveau touloure Lautrec was 
their model. 
Picasso's first drawing published in 1900 in the Spanish magazine 
Joventut^ (a Younger sister of Munich Jugend) was also in the style, inspired by 
Persian painting and lithography. His Persian success comes which he sold 
there sketches to Bertho will an interprising art dealer. His product little known 
about the work he did during the Paris visit, Le Moulin as Le Galette, a painting 
is the nammer of Lautree may date from this first trip. 
The Theme of artist is social and the treatment was nturalistic, but 
although the 10 year old author is confined to the contemporary idioms, he 
reveals amazing technique skill. 
He make a half length portrat of an old beggers dating from that time 
disclose advanced technical skill. 
6. Ibid., pp.20. 
7. Picasso's first drawing published in 1900 in the Spanish Magazines. Joventut. 
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Ptcasso was inspired by the great artist painting of veloquiz such as 
tanious water seller ot Seville 
That IS the source of the Magazines ficently realistic rendering of the 
shining skin the pasty hair as well as of generous, broad brush work vigarously 
light and shadow, which stress the momentary quality of figure & largely 
contributes to the serious concentrate expression 
Now we shall try to discuss briefly some of the most important works of 
Picasso in the following pages Through we can easily understand his 
imaginative world as well as his deep understanding of life and cosmos:-
LA-COIFFURE 
This painting was completed in 1905. It was painted by oil on canvas 
68'« X 39^'^ 
It was one of the finest work in its classical calm and objectivity. This 
painting showed three figures which form a pyramid. The compositional 
representation takes account of spatial values. The pyramidical patterns and 
the volumes of the figures was very profoundly showsn by this painting. Now 
Picasso becomes more of potentialites of plastic effects, and these contribute 
to the unity and dignity of his painting in the classical manner. La Coiffure painting 
IS very different from other paintings which were sentimentlaly expressed by 
him to Coiffure mark the point where mastery was finally reached as its peak. 
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THREE DANCERS (1925). 
Size - 85^'" X 56' ' 
(Oil on canvas) 
The broken up forms and skill dissonant colour of this work are in sharp 
contrast to the screen farm and clear chromatism of the women with Mondolin, 
Executed the same years. Actually three dancer is fundamentally different from 
surrealist works of the period, and there can be question of any influence 
However, Picasso's painting may well have originated in the same pre-
occupation as the surrealist work of that period anxiety at the course of current 
affairs in Europe during following the first world war. 
That is what he has done in painting, which no longer attempts to formulate 
an orderly reality but in entirely bent on expressing drunken abadonment to 
unleased instincts.® 
LES DEMOISELLUES D'AVIGNON :- (1907) 
SIZE; Oil on canvas 96x92" 
This painting shows a figurative composition of five nudes groupied 
around a stite life in the foreground. In structure, it hard back to cezanne's 
figurative works, in which nudes are arranged as an architcture of bodies. 
The title of the painting it was probably named by Andre 'Simon some 
time after it had been completed suggest some brothel scene. The earliest 
8. "Three dancer" is a very famous painting of Picasso. 
9. Ibid., pp.6. 
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preliminary sketches, however sugest that originally the artist intended an 
allegary of transitory life, a subject similar to that of La Vie, painted in 1903 
At all events, achieved here a style which raises the sculptural structure 
of the work to magma! significance with this exploit he painted the way to the 
cubist revolution 
WOMEN m ARMCHAIR - (1913) 
size- oil on canvas (59^'' x 39 '^^ ) 
This painting was painted by Picasso in his cubist phase and made by 
oil on canvas 59^"' x 39^'^. By this painting Picasso shows the essential reality. 
Though this, he supplies us with information about the arm rests and tassels of 
the chair, the hemmed border of the shirt, the hair and so on But he was not 
interested in showing appearances rather aiming at their essential qualities. 
He represented the chair not only in frontal view but also as seen from above, 
and the breast of the figure shown both frontally as well as laterally the two 
views being Juxtaposed. By this painting he wanted to show reality as 
objectiveity. Precisely because of the hardness and objectivity of this vision of 
reality this \/vork has a drarnatic quality that had not appeared in any of Picasso's 
earlier work. 
PORTRAIT OF KHANEILER (1910) 
Size Oil on canvas 39 '^^  inches 100 x 61.5cm) 
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It IS a cubistic form painting. This the analytical phase of cubism was 
concerned with pure form, not with colours, character interpretation or actual 
space. Nevertheless, Picasso's friend Kahnweiler had to pose for many hour of 
the portrait The clues to his identity are the heavy eyes, the watch chair and 
the neatly partly hair to be found among the geomatrical shapes there enables 
the eyes to blind up the portrait figure. He creates a three dimentional form 
from the flat canvas, it is understandable that Picasso, who liked sculpture. 
GUERNICA (1937) 
Size - 11ft X 25 ft/ 8 inches x 6 inches oil on canvas. 
This painting was painted by Picasso and made by on oil canvas and 
Tempera Its nearly 11 ft. x 25 ft. of canvas, the straight-way of transformed the 
pictorial experience of a life time into a monumental protest against, darkness 
and brutality. Picasso spent mearly two angry months on Guernica The result 
technically is one of the extreem simplicity there was no question of using 
colour, black white and grey were more than enough for a work in which he 
voiced his feelings not as an artist but as man profoundly shocked by war. 
Guernices Expresss. this and more with an epic intensity that hints at the nerves 
and diaphragm. The element of the picture was poured on with great feelings 
and had largely to find for themselves much as the figure and objects in the 
work of certain primitives. Whose brush was in the service of religious zeal 
alone there was no room in Guernica for the working out of elaborate arcnitecture 
ideas. 
Picasso for overshot the miserably inadequate confines of traditional 
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realism so tare indeed that it is confines of tiadiloinal realism so far indeed that 
it IS idle to judge this phantasmagoric vision on the grand of the art alone 
What modern works can compare its sweaps its emotional impact its teriple 
time liners in an era dominated by work a Guernica is the apocalpyse of our 
time a might expression on man's divided pledge to life and to death. 
CIRCUS FAMILY (1939) 
This painting was painted by Picasso, in water colour pattern with lively 
syncapted pens shows a group of circuts folk one of Picasso's favourite subject 
in his rose period taking the air in front of their tint, with a white horse and an 
upright ladder in the back ground.^" This was a sketch for one of three big 
composition on the "Bate lears" (Mount Bank) themes which he planned to 
paint In 1939, only of them the one celebrated by rilke in the flight of her 
dunino,^^ elegies was brought to composition it is now in the national Gallery of 
Washington. 
These are some of the main works of Picasso which clearly pin-point his 
vast understanding of life events as well as other worldly affairs. We can easily 
realize (through there works) how genius he was and how beautifully he has 
unfolded his potentialities and capabilities and become one of the most renowned 
modern artists. 
10. Picasso's favourite subject in his Rose period 
11. Ibid., pp.11. 
12 The Folio of Art (Catalogue) 
13. Picasso —> Written by Emmans James, Switzerland. 
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VARIOUS COLLECTIONS OF THE ARTIST (PABLO PICASSO) 
Painting 
La Caiffure 
Three dancers 
Women in Armchair 
Les Demaiselles D' 
Auigsion 
Harlequin Family 
Portrait of Kahnweiler 
Pierrot 
Guernica 
Weeping ^ yvomen 
Seated women 
The three ages of Man 
Still life with cotss Lobster 
Circus Family 
Size 
68 '^» X 39 '^" 
85^'^ 56^" 
571MX 341/2 
96x92 
— 
58x44 
100x61.5 cm 
36"^ X 28^" 
11ft. X 25 ft. 
60 X 49 cm 
92x73 cm 
54 X 65 cm 
130 x162 cm 
— 
Media 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
— 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on canvas 
oil on panel 
oil on canvas 
Water colour 
Year 
1905 
1925 
1913 
1907 
— 
1905 
1910 
1918 
1937 
1937 
1941 
1942 
1962 
1939. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
(A) 
THE MOVEMEIT OF ART 
(IN THE PERIOD OF 6REAT 
SPANISH PAINTING - PICASSO) 
1 k 
CHAPTER - IV (a) 
THE MOVEMENT OF ART-IN THE PERIOD 
OF GREAT SPANISH-PICASSO. 
Cubism is an important movement of art, founded by Pablo Ruiz, Picasso, 
& G.Braque.' The movement wrote revolution in art v\/orld. Artist reacted against 
the brilliant colours- by seeking the unchanging property of objects, their inner 
structure or basic pattern, they arrives act the geometrical forms. Initiated & 
inspired by Paul Cezanne cubist painters reduced a few simple subject found 
in their studio- Bottles, glasses bowls & tables & musical instruments- to 
geometrical forms,the original of which could still be recognized. 
in their first exhibition in 1908 Matisse named their creation "Cubes, after 
children, building block, since he preferred graceful flowing line to the straight 
line & a quite angle of the new style. Thus few people influence much on art till 
the second world war. The style is unique & easily recognizes. 
Cubism painter, broke down the previous mythology methodology in 
connection with art & arrange it ace to their taste & fancy. The sloped short of 
complete abstraction retaining thrices of reality- Man made articles rather than 
nature. 
1. The important movement of art is cubeism-Founded by Pable Ruiz, Picasso & 
G. Braque 
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An important factor in the cubist production was that they tried to represent 
collective inner feelings By means of symbols They have chooses cubes for 
their symbolic representation They enables themselves to highlight effectively 
the emotional aspect of human being They whole that the power of an image 
depends on its ability to communicate feelings as if had a life of its own. A real 
image, which makes us thinks of original rather than the image itself, interferes 
with the belief that the image itself is a alive In this way cubiest artist wanted to 
create something new to convey the impression that it had a life of its own. This 
a unique factor in their method of representation 
The Cubeist claim to art lies in the interesting design of its painting. The 
imaginative aspect & interaction of colours, different shapes & different texture. 
Thus cubeism is characteristly angular. 
The aim before the cubeist artist was that to show the whole of material 
reality in cubiest style. In this connection Picasso & G. Braque with their best, 
realizing the danger of art completely cut from reality. Actually they turned on 
Ancient childern game into odd forms by passing the real material. New paper, 
sand, glasses, match boxes and pots on to canvas to Exite the senses. But 
generally we see that this art movement could not get much popularity with 
regard to other movement but even that because of the Picasso unceasing 
struggled. He made Cubism popular in the history of art.^ This form is easily 
recognizable and therefore its message with symbols or cubes form can easily 
be communicated among art lovers. 
2 He was cubistic painter -- Period of Modern art. 
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CHAPTER - IV 
(B) 
ICASSO AS A MODEEl 
CUBISTIC - PAIITEE 
(THE CREATOE OF CUBEISM) 
? 1k 
One MCfuuH^, cifAe^t due wene fi^UtUiH^, 
^enaix^oU 
CHAPTER - IV (bl 
THE CREATOR OF CUBISM 
Cubism will almost certainly prove to be dominant art movement of the 
20th century. It was given to me to watch it take shape from fairness to re-echo 
the well established fact that to Picasso goes to credit for its initial discovery, I 
would add that cubism was thereafter developed in common by a select group 
of artist spurred only by a keenly fraternal spirit of give and take. 
His entire output is a continuous dazzling series of experiments inspired 
by an inexhaustible creative imagination, whose power of alchemy swept his 
art from the compassionate realism of his youth to the soaring metaphysical 
vision his genius has since given us. 
All of his life Picasso has had a horror of confusing issue. As soon as he 
laid down the main lines of cubistic aesthetic, he kept to them resolutely. Though 
his yearning for the exotic and ornamental may seem out of place here, Picasso 
discerned in Gauguin tendency to intimate rather than initimate and this stirred 
his interest Gauguin worked out theories of what he called equivalence and 
synthesis, he painted chiefly in flat colours , a procedure in keeping with the 
idea of suggesting architectural form on the picture surface. 
The way of Picasso;s thinking however is that of a free man not of an 
anarchist, The master of evers are greco and Goya when its comes to expressing 
the passionate exaltations of a past temperament, Pausins angres, carot, 
cezanne and seurat for the care they look to contain emotion within the modest 
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bounds of classical discipline, 
Picasso his own indifference subject, with his always use of local tints 
and his expression form through colour also prefigures the opposition in stare 
for Delacrax use of impressionism atmosphere. Picasso admired rest less 
producing spirit of research 
There was first of all his creation of a new technique, divionism based on 
the idea of building up from by light (it means "The mind of Picasso) perfected 
and only acceptable from of impressionism. Then too Seurat had defined painting 
as the art of the hallowing a surface". The problem of spatial recession has 
haunted he great painters of all time. 
The Fauves in these impetuious haste had watered his art down to suit 
themselves, adding what decorative spice they called barrowfrom gauguin others 
had no more than exploit his nation of cylinders, cubes and sphere forcing 
geometry on nature indiscriminately. Picasso followed up cezanne in different 
way. Instead of working cubes into her retreated from nature, he better to imagine 
a new mare highly developed form of representation. 
So result In fail were the liberties Picasso took with nature that he 
interposed an utter difference of kind no longer merely of degree between works 
of are inspired by nature and pure creation of pictorial forms. 
So he create a different form of CUBISM. 
1. Analytical cubism 
2. Synthetic cubism 
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3 Hermetic cubism 
4 Cubism near its peak 
1. Analytical Cubism: At painting (Horta De EBRO) and land escape of 
Picasso style seemed suddenly to crytallize, literally and visually as well as 
metaphorically. The new style or better method has been called "analytical 
cubism". Analytical cubism developed for several year and then changes 
gradually into "Synthetic" cubism term applied. 
Analytical also conveys something of the spirit of investigation and 
dissection of form carried on by Picasso and Braque almost as if their studio 
were laboratories. 
In 1908, he was created a analytical type of painting.' He put up his 
personal stamp on its essential feature. The building up of pure volume on a 
flat surface. Braque seconded Picasso in this endeavor. Though still drawing 
heavily on the heritage of Cezanne, Braque made nature his point of departure 
clinging, for the time being to the classic nation of perspective, horizon line and 
spatial recession. He reduced reality to geometric forms i.e. observed but did 
not yet create his method was still the e deductive one.^ 
He was the first in fact to realize that Ceznne's efforts to build to 
orchestrate constructively, deferred and caret, For i.e. we have seen that Picasso 
has no time for reveries with nature, his mind tells him all he need to know 
about her. 
1. He was created a Analytical type of painting. 
2. Ibid., pp.96 to 98. 
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Thus to the imperfect often misleading always inadequate data of physical 
right Picasso brought to beat the correctives of the mind's eye and gave the 
object shape in his imagination. Apparent new is an undisguised tendency to 
treat as abstraction the form yielded by his highly geared analysis of objects. 
These he reshuffed with a view to new constriction couched in the mind's own 
term.' 
The object presented itself from several sides at once just as the inner 
eye conceived it, and in the artists Imagination it corresponded not to a mere 
visual scheme of things, but to a statement, as it were, in which the object was 
summed up and contained, once for all. It was no longer in the nature of a 
picture to set up as a representation, with overtones of anedote and association; 
it had become in effect a statement by itself a self sufficient datum. 
In analytical cubism Picasso and Braque abandoned colour and began 
almost where Cezanne had left-off, to analyze, to disintegrate the forms of nature 
in order to create out of the fragments a new form. 
2. Synthetic Cubism: (1912-1913) Synthetic Cubism, began.then about 
1912-1913 and reaches its climaxe in 1921. 
Picasso's synthetic period was marked by his increasing aloafness to 
the blandishments of colour, which since the day of impressionism had come 
under fire as being responsible for the di^uption of form. Picasso took to working 
in monochrome, chiefly brown, clamping down hard on colour, he obviously 
meant to start from scratch in this respect. We shall see where this austere 
resolution led him. •* 
3. Ibid, pp. 9710 98. 
4. Picasso at 90 fhe late work written by Putnam G. P Son. 
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Intent, as were the other early cubists, on getting firm ground on which to 
stand. Picasso mustard on impressive repertory syntax The out come of logically 
conducted, closely reasoned investigation, these now superseded the 
conventions of illusionist realism implicit in classical perspective. 
For the organization of cubist perspective, a host of procedures were 
invented or revived, Picasso did not overlook the lessons to be get from example 
are blithely disposed frontly all at once, on the picture-surface or from the figures 
combinationing profiles and full face view that occur on both Egyptian and 
Ramanesque art. 
This technique was described as a folding back of planes". Among other 
innovations were the use of a sort of X-rays transparency, enabling hidden 
aspect to be seen through objects locally opaque, and the super position of 
planes suggesting recession. 
Picasso thus gave currently to a whole new Compendium of pictorial 
techniques, whose resources and effects were but a new poetic form of the 
classical will to metamorphosis, a classical transmutation of values. 
3. Hermetic Cubism: The so-called Hermetic period led Picasso to 
serves the last remaining bonds between period led Picasso to serve the last 
remaining bonds between the cubist picture and its subject coming to think 
solely in forms to colour the artist got down expressing himself in terms of 
coloured volumes calculated now put across emotions essentially, now to say 
exclusively painterly. 
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Having weaned his art from mother nature Picasso for the moment veiled 
his gusto for colour & forms behind a deliberate as criticism In his eyes a 
object word had become a convenient respiratory of abstract sign, of which a 
very few, briefly sketched in sufficed to block out the subject. The rest of the 
picture lay in tonal relationship in lines & forms shifted and interwoven with 
consummate craftmanship and incomparable poetic inspiration. 
The object can not be said to have a real existence apart from the dance 
the artist led it as he orchestrated the rhythms of his "symphony". 
Perhaps the it would be truer to compare the work of Picasso's Hermetic 
period to chamber music, so desicplined and consonant are their heiratic 
sabexiety and subdued, persuasive force. 
In them we have, further more the immediate family, from perception 
have gone the way dictates of the mind have sent them. Resolving the problems 
of painting in coloured forms taken for themselves alone, Picasso gave definitive 
patterns, definitive tenor and loftiness to fine colour, strong rhythms and full 
bodies volumes; he now was fast concern for idly literal representations. 
4. Cubism Nears Its Peak: The out break of the First World War found 
cubism moving to a climax. As Picasso stood fair to crown his experiments with 
their perfect farm of expression we have Jurst seen him readying colour for a 
new role, toying with its various possibilities unable to see him way clear, 
however, he caste about in his mind for the fitting solution to adopt. 
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But once again, as so after with Picasso, the problem was resolved in 
flash of inspiration 
AGain he was imagined to create the companions of his solitude, this 
time huge, jagged hieratic figures whose static dignity has something of Egyptian 
relief work about it gone are of eye flattering curves, playful dabs of colour, 
effects, surprise and gratification.^ 
In their place are majestic, geometrically ordered composition, large 
impressive work whose mainstay is a system of long straight line, searing 
vertically, that had the fine carriage of colonnades or forest trees. 
The art of painting seemed suddenly to grow less material in nature as 
an entirely new technique, complex harmonious, endowed it with a kind of 
spiritual mission, whose confident tidings were the renunciation of obvious 
visual data and a chartising of the senses, accused of dereforming reality and 
leading the mind astray.^ 
5. Picasso -- Maurice Raynal 
6. Ibid., pp.109. 
7. The cubistic painter -- translated by L. Albe. Printed in Wiltenbarn, New York. 
(1944). 
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(C) 
PikWTW< 
In his work of the past two or three years he has pared over these 
themes repeatedly in canvas picturing goats skull seen in the ligW of solitary 
candles that burn on long since by 
The skull and the candles- Far decades these have been standing sym-
bols with Picasso, They have recurred with haunting regularity since the war 
Though he changed them considerably as his own incomparable line 
work look effect condensing and synthesizing the more or less conventional 
subject he after choose. 
As always, he went ahead in that the life to work which led conservative 
critics to comments on his "inaccuracies". The liberties he looks were in the 
same vein as those for v\/hich the School men had blamed ingress. Picasso 
easily relieved the monotonous impersonal forms of classicism with that warm, 
spontaneous flow of self expression, with that great constant it in theme of 
purely plastic research work. 
The keener the mind, the more alive it to the short coming and precari-
ousness of human knowledge. Picasso is endowed or afflicted with this insight. 
He knows that ail doubts are justified. Nor does he make any secret of the fact 
that he repeatedly work on the dark taking steps that lead he can not say where 
guided by mysterious forces whose only parallel are those that veil the great 
inconherancies of Nature herself. 
Picasso In turn took up the challenge. He holding up a mirror to it, as it 
were a mirror of his own devising, people with the monstrous images of human 
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cruelty and fanaticism He has always responded to mythology and legend 
Now, he made plays with their stock figures, imagined other and meta-
morphosed them all prompted by his incredibly inventive poetic imagination 
which, when his art is at stake spurns every proposal of the rational mind. 
Now, always, Picasso put his trust in the uprush of his unconscious, and it 
came through with a hast of astonishing "monsters", part taking for the most 
part of fable and myth but sometimes quite traditional in conception 
However in the fact that now, Picasso refused to be swept of his feet we 
have a hint of the qualms that were gathering as he sought to see his way 
clear through doubts and uncertainties. In the early days in Barcelona through 
surrounds by his friend ,he felt. The troubling solitude of nascent genius and 
the call of new horizons. 
He looked to the future with confounding though, in his own mind, with 
many hopes still vague and formless, (what) he could not then know was that in 
Paris in the work of contemporary set books and privation. He was to find him-
self entirely and make good the conquest of a new world of a new world of art. 
Taken as they must be taken in the light of recent international tensions, 
they are his and every hopes for better times clung to even in the shadow of 
imminent and actual disaster. 
Picasso reacted immediately to the fighting in the Forecast with his mas-
sacre in Korea (1951) a large scale painting of women and children under he 
guns of relentless firming squad. One child run away in terror, another play 
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happily at his mother's feet, serently unaware of what is going on. 
This lay out of this work is essentially the same as that of Gc^'s shoot-
ing of may third and Monets execution of the Execution Maximilion, thou^ 
more sweeping and spacious, the event too is the same, unfortunately, an event 
for ever contemporary. Picasso added a modern touch by painting not men but 
fresh and iron robots whose weapons are not rifles, but some form of sinister 
instrument no doubts already creates by modern science. 
In 22 again with an eye to world events he painted his two ambitious 
past-war canvas, war and peace, the one kind of sequel to Guernica, the other 
to the idyllic postural done at Antibes in 1946. 
But he continued to paint more intimate themes and did many pictures of 
his family, in particular of youngest children, Cloude and Paloma-charming, 
colourful works that show where the heart lies and reveal again the warm hu-
manity of his art, vAvdh his detractor always lose sight of technique. 
Actually analytic technique have lost their raison d' etre, and he vyrark at 
last with that beneficent serenity to which he has always aspired, but which his 
sensibility, too easily set on edge had the usually compromised. 
When we examine the work that stand out as peak points in long career. 
The most obviously are Les Demoiselles d' Avignon and Guernica we realize 
the extent to which literally possessed by his genius, the artist has been carried 
away by forces whose working were a mystery even to himself. 
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However over worked the world may be genius" describes an imponder-
able inner compulsion that carries an artist beyond the human condition, en-
listing him irremediably in a quest of absolute. Yet how can the super human 
possibly sterm from the merely human without the intervention of mysterious 
power that life the vast. 
Here we have a clue to Picasso's periodic excursions into the absurd. 
This has periodically given rise to foolish talk of Picasso's hoaxing a gullible 
public given when actually all we have is a whole some spirit of irony that tides 
him over occasional lapses yet he rarely mixed it as occasional lapses yet he 
rarely missed it as we may judge in these composition, by no means rare, in 
which he presses a line, a tone or form for all it is worth much as an ingenious 
forces work toiled a host of unexpected overtones. No one can occur Picasso 
of having held back for fear of commilming himself. His art on the contrary is a 
challenge to all art, past and future. 
It has been said that if we knew every things, the Gods would cease to 
take us by the hand. But the God themselves are not all knowing and in addi-
tion to what they lavished or him, Picasso looked into himself for other truths 
as well, wfiich he expressed in magnificent language whose revelations amply 
reward those who take the trouble to master its vocabulary. 
Far from being in league with male violent spirits as some to foolishly 
assent annoyed at seeing him make no claim to supernatural power, Picasso 
has done no more than draw on the most natural means within his reach in his 
keenness to renew the vitality of art and to reconstitute it not only as a way of 
seeing but as a way of knowing. 
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If Picasso may justly rank with the greatest master of the portrait and 
this IS the consensus of opinion-most of the credit goes to his miraculous ^ 
as a draft man capable of bringing the human figure to life in a space aeated 
by line work alone. As a rule of his interest lies else where. Always probing for 
the underlying permanence in his subject he sums up what we might call the 
purely formal and dynamic in a human face almost mask like essence, a strongly 
revolutionary immobility whose expression yields all that a conventionally nrKxJ-
eled portrait does and more for the Picasso the subject can be nothing apart 
from the form conferred on it by the concerted action of the painter's eyes and 
mind, has mysterious power of transformation or perhaps alchemy is the or-
derly words for it. 
Experiments have shown that the human face really two in one - two 
faces alternately coming together and drawing apart. If we take photographs of 
a single face cut them down the middle and juxtapose the halves, two quite 
different portraits can be obtained, each of v /^hich betrays the aerie fixate of a 
mask. Picasso get the same effect an painting. The result is as we might expect 
that the figures he paint often after reflect whatever their eyes happen to be 
fixed upon perhaps this 
Harlequin is the child of Picasso's recurring pessimism in any case, 
from behind, the mask of his face, the eyes store out on a vacant world. 
His work can neither be forgotten nor it can be passed unnoticed. Even 
today his work is rest and applicable rendering a message of eternity to the 
world. 
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CHAPTER - V 
WORK AND STYLE OF PICASSO 
WORKS OF PICASSO 
Picasso has become the famous artist of the century. But a multitude of 
painters, now following in his foot steps believed he has achieved something 
for greater than fame he has liberted art from age old academic tradition. 
Picasso himself believe that art and natural appearance are to differnt 
things. He can however paint realistic picture, that Picasso began to feel he 
was nearly immittating nature. 
His work have long been important. In his painting, ceramics and sculpture 
we must add his drawing , etchings graphic lithograph and linoleum cuts and 
other related works. They reveal just how many register the artist has its disposal 
with which to build up the astonishing polyphony if his life's work. 
He created a many different form of works at various periods of his life. 
(1) Blue period . 
(2) The first classic period. 
(3) The Negro period. 
(4) The crystal period 
(5) Roman period to a new classicism. 
(6) Dynamism and the Dinard period. 
(7) Pink period. 
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In1905. it seemedunbelievable that Picasso's painting would reach such 
a stage only a year later. The so-called 'blue peiriod', with which he had broken 
away from previous influences in 1902, contained no hints of such an out come. 
This period of Picasso's painting had been imbued with pathos and warm 
humanity, and populated with beggers, grieving mother and sick children, figure 
bathed in a gentle bluish tonality. It was a world of heart breaking sadness. 
Then as the blue tones became lighter, and a new hint of colour began to appear 
circus people became the favourite subject of his painting, young acrobats, 
slender dancers, agile bareback riders dawn and Harliequins dressed in 
patchwork costumes. 
In the begingng of the 'Pink period' in 1905. The desolute tone of the 
previous work yielded to a more resigned mood of gentle melancholy. 
Picasso position at this time was curious this was the very year when 
the colour of the fauves burst upon the world,yet his pallete continued to be 
exceptionally restrained colour elements. Even when painting a harlequin 
costume. Picasso preferred cold and almost colourless tones. The culmination 
of the Pink period, the painting which most effectively sums up the achievement 
is without doubt (circus people Saltimbanques) now in the national gallery, 
Washington. 
In the middle of the year in 1905 something was changing in Picasso's 
inspiration and attitude to his subject, in fact , we observe his treatment of a 
theme such as that of young boys leading horses to water, or girls combing 
their hair,which together came to replace the circus theme, we see that from his 
time until the begning of 1906 stylistic and other innovation gradually made 
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their appearance Now the defused tonality gave way to a concentration of 
colour within the forms, while the drawing become mare bodiely outliried, as to 
make the figure stand out from the backgroumd in sharper relief, the horses 
were painted in a layer of ash colour, the earth was searched modelled in reddish 
brown, while the earth was searched like a dune. 
Changes in style are in effect indication of a movement towrads a new 
vision. Picasso would not have painted the maids of Avignon. 
But before he came to his painting , Piocasso again passed through a 
series of stylistic phases v^ i^ch can be recapitulated by mentioning three works 
produced in 1906. Partiual of Gertrude stein (PL-12) self portarit, two nudes 
the influence of archaic and Negro sculupture upon his style are obvious, althogh 
Picasso has attempted to deny that this is the case. In his view, primitivism 
means above all spontaneity, reliance on impulses and passions going beyond 
any rule or formula.' 
The Maids of Avignon (PI-13) is the result of all this painting were great 
examples of that 'fury' at once cerebral and natural, which is so typical of 
Picasso's nature.^ At Horta de Ebro in 1909 this early violance abated, 
(Cezanne's teaching was heeded, and the geometric forms became calmer and 
less distorted. This was the real beginning of cubism. In the early stages of 
cubism, colour took second place and netural tones predominted, greys, earth 
colour and pale green . 
1. Ibid., pp.18. 
2. The Maids of Auignon - painted by Picasso. 
3. Picasso - Emmons James -1953 (Authoi) 
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At the end of the year 1909 there began what has been named analytical 
cubism'. The special feature of this stage of cubism can be appreciated in such 
work as Portrait of Deniel Henry Kahnweiler, 1910 Madeline Player and sp»iish 
still l i fe- 1912. 
In a later stage of development forwards the end of 1912 'analytical 
cubism' give way to senthetic cubism. The line become more flexible and the 
colours, v\/hite remaining pure and non-atmospheric, began to glow, women in a 
chemise seated in Armchair, painted in the autumn of 1913 represent an 
important stage in this new period of cubism into which a new element was 
soon to be introduced cottage. 
This new technique, which has been so important in contemporary art 
appeared as early 1912. It has been interepted in very many different ways. 
Apollin aire gave a somewhat sentimental interpretation in his view, the 
application of pastage stamp, waxed clothes, wall-paper, envelopes and other 
material to canvas or paper among other painted colours, was to introduce an 
element already lency impued with humanity enriching the work with a new 
pathos and creating a contrast between truth and artifice whatever its purpose, 
college was a new means of expression and Picasso showed consummate 
mastery of the technique without overmuch with the theory behind it. 
In the begining of his 'neo classical period in 1914-15 the first sign of 
this recollection appear in a group of drawing, wtien in a series of portraits he 
returned to the line of Ingres, that penetrating, exact and unwavering line which 
is the great fascination of his art. 
It is difficult to state with any certaintity where this influnce arose, 
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especially because in the case of Picasso every hint or suggestion fropm other 
sources was recreated with the spontaneity opt original creation. 
This had its effect not only on his neo classical painting but on other 
forms as well and gave him a new sense of freedom in which his imagination 
could expend. The early neo-classical painting then changed considerably as 
the line of ingers last some of its analytical penetration and acquired instead 
spatial quality No longer was Picasso attracted by the slender, graceful bodies 
oif adolescents, but by sumptuous women, matronly and monumental. The nudes 
figure are heavy and larger some of their enarmous other less massive, but 
always drawn extremely freely, often with daring distortion or drawn extremly 
freely, often with daring distortion or even total deformations of anatomical 
exactitude, so that they could not be understood if the ideas of cubism were not 
known. 
The year of neo-classicism, especially from 1920 to 1924 were also the 
year of what has been called the 'great-cubest period this is the period of masked 
muscicen and of the still life with musical instrument.'' Some of these works are 
among the finest Picasso ever painted. They no longer have the tight structure 
of preeding cubist works but are conceived with greater breadth and simplicity, 
and less schematiaclly. The influence of neo-classicism, and less schematically. 
The influence of neo-classicism can clearly be seen in these works, just on the 
other hand, the knowledge gained throught cubism enabled Picasso to achieve 
great sculptural effects withing the classical form. In other works such as two 
large version of three Musician, the points contact less obvious. In these colour 
are flat and brillient. sphere as in the monomental work it is more rubbued and 
4 Neo-classicism period (1920 to 1924) how been called the great cubislic 
period. 
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subtle The composition is to based on geomatric forms yet some connection 
remains/' 
At this stage about 1925, that Picasso first came into contact with 
surrealist He has always denied being a srrealist painter, and when we consider 
surratist works in general it is difficult not to agree with him. Yet there can be tx) 
doubt that his contact with surrliasim stimulated him and led to greater freedom 
of expression and a more immediate manner of revealing through line and colour 
the depth of unconciousness. 
When picasso return to Spain in 1934, his personal difficulties had in-
part been overcome. His renewed contact wish spain had an extraordinarily 
powerful effect upon him and he felt again all the ardour and violance of his 
nativeland. His early enthusiasm returned, bull fight, cock fight, and popular 
spectacles. He loved everything exiting heroic or tragec that he found in those 
surrounding. Now at least the urgent power which had gided his hand v/hile he 
painted 'the Maids of Avignon' flowed back into his blood and was librated in 
new drawing and canvases, enriched with all his later experiences. Now he 
painted fighting cocks, horses wounded in the bull rings, bull run through by the 
sword and the theme of Minatour, which he had began to paint a year previously, 
acquired, acomplex significance of brutality and tenderness, violence and pity. 
The origin of Guernica, the point of view of the constituant element of its 
composition, this great tempera, painted in the days following the terrible 
bombing 
5. Ibid., pp.22. 
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raid in 1937. was all to be found already in the Minatouromatchy engraving 
done two years earlier, the bull, the horse, the light, the house, the window, the 
wounded women But in many drawing and paintings of 1934-35 it is possible 
to trace even more closely not only a coincedence of details in the subject 
matter, but also analogous or completely Identical forms of expression, as in 
the drawing dated 15th April, 1935 or certain canvaces of the same period 
where Picasso the instant of the bull striking against the horse, but especially 
in the engraving for suenoy menta de Franco. 
A work which is the 'reverse' of Guernica and of all the other tragic 
paintings, is Joie de vivre completed in 1946. The hard days of war were over 
and Picasso felt the rebirth of a new excitement. He again experienced a desire 
for life love and freedom in Nature. 
En Joie de vivre the dancing nymph is outlined in melodic and sensual 
curves® while the flute playing faun and centraur are drawn in more concise but 
equally agile and sure line only the sea, sky and earth are the background for 
these figure - a dazed and stupefied nature, arrested under the spell of the 
music, one instant before the begining of spring's awakening. The blue, yellow 
and lilac coloures merge and bath the scene in a festive glow which seems to 
difuse a naturalistic pleasure in light. 
Picasso painted this work in a happy mood, his mind free of all anguish. 
It is a picture which seems to have painted itself, so spontaneous is it and so 
absent from its experssion is any sign of creative effort. Few works can have 
6. The outline of Joie de vivre (painting) is melodic and sensual curves. 
communicated, at this does, the almost physical sense of Joy m a pan like 
embrace of nature The only great precedent of this order of inspiration is 
Picasso's night at Antibes, painted a month before the outbreak of war but 
where that painting contained only a calm contenment, here, there is dithy rambic 
Joy.^ 
Joie de vivre like guernica and in fact any of Picasso's important workers 
stand at the centre of a great number of paintings and drawing which continue 
to repeat the same theme. 
All these works stress partcularly the aspect of idyll, of aspiration towards 
inlegrety, of vital liberation of the emotions which farm one of the basic 
components of Picasso's art, just as Guernica and the work connected with it 
show most clearly the sambare side of Picasso's genius the dramatic and tragic 
aspect both these facets of his inspiration were treated at the time in two vast 
murals war and peace. These are two modern allegories, in which Picasso has 
used the gift of his gantasy in a new way. 
Really, Picasso was a great artist in the world of modern art He was a 
yery talented and hardworking artist, that proof is he has conbtinued to create 
new images with in exhaustible vigour. We need think only of his variation' on 
Delacroix, women of Algeries (1954-55) on Las Muninas of Velezquez (1958-
59) or Manet'De Jeuner Sur herbe in 1960 or the series of canvas painted in 
1962 on the theme of the artist and models painting of 1963. We were given 
abundant evidence of Picasso's life time of tireless energy in the rooms of the 
7. Ibid, pp.23 to 24. 
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Grand and Petil Palais in Paris on the occassion of the vast restropective 
exhibition held in November 1966 in celebration of his eighty fifth birthday. The 
most recent work, painted in mid-1965 (female nudes, heads of men , 
landscapes), reveal a fresh and youthful spirit which amazes everyone 
When we look at these works, we realize that the whole of his previous 
experiance all the periods and styles through which he has passed, have merged 
. into an individual art which knov\« nothing of schools or farmulae. And it may be 
that there latest work help us to understand the earlier Picasso as well. 
Picasso once said to a friend that he is a painter without a style.• It is 
easier for us now to understand what his meant. This is that he Is a painter so 
open to the impact of reality, in all its violence, that he obeys the emotions 
which reality arouses in him at different times, refusing to imprison them within 
the preconceived scheme of any style. 
Every thing in his work is subordinated to the prime importance of 
objective reality, a reality which wounds and lacerates him, but which at the 
same time penetrates into his in most being. There, without a doubt lies in the 
ssecret of Picasso greatness, and of his unflagging creative force.^ 
He has a painter without a stylethese lines has been taken from the book of 
Picasso (Picasso at 90 the late work) 
The secret of Picasso's success is to be a creative fire. 
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STYLE OF HIS PAINTING. 
In thus chapter we shall include of Picasso's a great range of stylistic 
means and his complete mastery of them by a comperative study of his works 
On the other hand, the rank of the artist Picasso NA/ho change everything 
they touch into gold art enabled to achieve greater scope and mastery than 
any artist of the past. As we shall see, Picasso has always made plentiful use of 
all historical styles.^" 
But like all invention, there were not created out of nothing, whatever he 
discovered had always existed before him, but one had to have eyes to see it 
and of course also the necessary imagination to improve it. 
Picasso's virtuousity in the occuring together use of completely different 
stylistic mean is part of the essence of his art. The value of any of his works 
does not depend on its style. Now begining with still life composition. 
In 1922 the painting of oil in which a similar subject is treated embodies 
diametrically opposed stylistic goal." The geomatric differently treated and 
graded pi lanes of shadow do not clarrify the volumes of the object but fit them 
into formed by over lapping transparent discs something of ensive non-objective 
composition varying density, indeed the multiple outline seem to express the 
profile of these 
10. Ibid., pp. 28 to 30. 
11. Picasso -- Tiiey started a oil painting in 1922. 
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over lapping planes While the older still here by the variety of graphic structure 
and tones 
In the still life of 1944, the stylistic means used are very more elementary 
We have before us a tightly knit structure in primary colours, formed by broad 
brush strokes As for the subjuct matter, the white highlighted, red circles v»/ith 
black bronds of rays on a green under-coating suggest same thing like cherries 
This satin colour, which played an important part in the painting of 1942, and 
which is echoed by the orange tone at the lower left here to performs a special 
task at a crucial place namely it contributes to the creation of space, a 
background for the still life. Needlers to say this magnificently simple painting 
is not thereby diversted of mystery, a work of art is an equation that can never 
be solved by logic. ^ ^ 
On April 22 1947, he Executed a series of Lithograph representing a 
flower in a drinking glass. ^ ^ 
The various stage of Lithograph of the bull can be interrupted as such 
transitions, the second from expressionism and the following ones from the 
various phases of cubism. All these potentialities of various origin are latent in 
Picasso, ready to summoned at any moment. ^ ^ 
We have mentioned the voluminous object in a still life dating from 1919 
which suggest a definite type of perosn, at that time Picasso actually painted 
12. The Exhibitions of the Lithogruphs series on 22nd April 1967 (Flower in a 
drinking glass). 
13. Quoted about Pablo Picasso. 
14. Ibid, pp.35 to 39. 
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ponderours and vigorously modeled figures '^  similarly we example of pure of 
flat structure not only in motifs are checkered clothes Harlequin makes, but 
also in such faces compared of geometric, coloured planes 
Picasso can also render facial expression even while disregarding the 
natural relationship of the feature. 
Picasso has been draw some abstract drawing, dating from the 20th 
centuries, which had been used as illustration for Balzac unknown masterpiece,'* 
recur here now invested with a fearful meaning, we are compelled to interupt 
the drops of tear. However unfamiliar the individual farms may be, here they 
clearly express intense Human emotion.^^ 
15. He painted on ponderous and vigorously nnodelled figures. 
16. Balzac is a unknown master piece of Picasso's work. 
17. Ibid,, pp.40 to 45. 
18. Picasso -- Thomas and Hudson —> (author), Printed in Germany 1956. 
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CHAPTER - Vl 
WFUimCK OF PICikSSO' 
^TVLEOMM/WOE: 
CHPATER - VI 
INFLUENCE OF PICASSO'S STYLE ON MY WORK 
In this wonderful creation of God art is omnipresent. It is a different 
things that we are not always aware of it It is very closely related to Nature 
and its significance can hardly be ingored 
The taste of fine-art sprouted in me through the inspiration of my friend 
(Prerna) at the tender age of eight. When I gave my first performance in class 
111,1 was hardly aware of it its significance though I enjoyed learning new things. 
As far as I can strain my memory, I didn't enjoy it very much then Perhaps I 
was too small to grasp it. Year passed by and gradually I began to learn its 
importance in my life. Fortunately, I got a right direction in art and it become my 
companion. I began to practise more and more and aimed at achieving higher 
degree of ecellence. My ideal artist is the great artist Ruiz Pablo Picasso," 
Really he was very talented and hardworking artist. I am very much impressed 
by that artist. 
Having completed my education upto the graduation level, I got admitted 
to M.F.A (Fine Art) class, I chose Fine art because personally, I feel that Fine 
art has a very vast scope. 
I feel the colours of my composition are very bright and fresh I think 
bright clours are very essential for any superb painting or composition. In my 
composition & mostly use brush instead knife or anything else. 
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Mostly my compositon subject is based on female figure under the 
influence of Pablo Picasso, and I am interested in realistic and modern paintings. 
Both types of painting have always attracted me I have also done some 
paintings on love peace and other social themes 
In M.F.A. (Final) yr I got a chocie to write a dissertation on my favourite 
topic. So I have chosen the best artist of the world, ie. Pablo Picasso 
I feel attracted towards Picasso's paintings and have remained under 
his spell for long. I am very much influenced specially by his technique and 
colour-scheme. I have selected more or less the same sbject which Picasso 
preferred to paint. His themes of painting are mainly social depiction of Negroe's 
faces, horse, Guitar and similar other things. His treatment was naturalistic 
and his subject are based on social events. 
I am also inspired by Picasso's style of peculiar composition and 
distribution of contrast-colour on the canvas. His way of outlining the figure is 
very much fascinating and is noticeble in my paintings also. 
Pablo Picasso painted the landescape of Nature but always presented it 
through totally abstract shapes. 
One finds a great freshness in his painting Picasso was particularly careful 
to preserve the purity of colour. His lines are very sharp and firm in all his work. 
Towards the close of the chapter I should be allowed to say. 
'J 
"Blessed is the man who loves Art and blessed am I because I love A r t 
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CHAPTER - VU 
COlCLUSIOl 
I B U 0 6 E A P H ¥ 
COLOUR - PLATES 

CHAPTER VII 
CONCLUSION 
After a brief description of Picasso and his style of paintings alongwith his 
valuable and meaningful contribution to all the art movement it has to be 
concluded that Picasso had laid down the foundation stone of creative art, cubism 
impressionism,surreatism etc. He has been considered as one of the greatest 
artists of the world and was entirely different from all other contemporary artists. 
Words have fallen short to express my deep sense of appreciation of his work,his 
personality and his attitudes towards art and life There can be no two opinions 
about his wonderful capability of having an artistic mind and universal approach 
of showing more and more in simple and unique style with each effort representing 
a peculiar way of his own impressed the people of his age. 
All this not only made him a famous Spahlsh painter but also a famous 
Modern artist. It has been found that Picasso s long creative activity is 
predominantly spread over the whole horizon of twentieth century which witnessed 
a new era of Modern art. His energetic patiential of effectively dealing with various 
medium which resulted into multidimensional creativity makes him very 
fascinating and a unique feature of his age. 
It has been found that he has always represented his own experiences 
which he gleaned from his life in a \/ery beautifully decorative, individual style in 
simpler but with modern ways which proved to be very attractive. 
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HIS work was so attractive, charming, innovative, intellectual as well as 
enthusiastic and so fascinating that the whole race of mankind appreciated his 
work and felt them nearest to their own heart and mind 
According to him truth is the goal and source of his art but pictonal beauty 
can not always be the vehicle for taking us to the goal Now we can affirm that 
Picasso has the rare capacity to make insignificant things very much conspicuous 
and significant. Picasso can be considered as one of the most precious among 
all the universally known artists. It has been found that his innate artistic capability, 
curiosity and sensibility proved to be \/ery authentic and universal because he 
always tried to show the scene happening around him. He always stressed that 
form should be neither abstract not concrete. It has been notised that Picasso 
had a very creative mind and was laborious and generous too Being resolute 
and human he was also innovative. Whatever, ups and done coming to his life, 
he faced them very much barely and never irritated to lose something or after 
finding any fault in his own work. In presence of all irritating factors he never 
faltered instead he was ready to do work very partially, Now we can conclude 
that his patient, labour dedication and commitment, capability of doing again 
and again until success is achieved, play a very prominent role projecting him 
as an expert artist and as a precious human being. Because of his excessive 
efforts throughout more than 60 years of his creative activity and during the rise 
of Modern art, Picasso is seen at the helm of Artistic activities going around in 
Europe and later in the world. 
It has been found in his art that personal becomes impersonal, his own 
experience becomes the experience of his age. 
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This is because of the fact that in his painting, sclupture, print making and 
ceramics work, he follows no rules and does not feel bound by any routine, he 
always follows his own ideas and ways Now, at can be concluded that Picasso 
is a man of creative and innovative mind as he seems always ready to do 
something and as a result of such a positive attitude he always produced novelties, 
by shovming a clear cut background making the scene not only simple but also 
more natural and artistic. He had a fluidity and flexibility in his work, as a result 
of which only continuous and spontaneous transformation have been found n 
his art. Now, we can conclude that his experiences, experiments, wandering, 
capability through out Spain and France as well as other parts of the world & 
power of observation & retention cumulatively play an important role to his art 
contribution that made him more popular and a successful artist. Logic always 
played a very key in role his work were appreciated as very logical and systmatic. 
It has been concluded that he is not the artist who shows scenes & incidents 
happening and going around him by he also has his own emotions, emotional 
views which could be bestly seen is his painting as women with a flower, girl 
before a mirror, women in Red hat and so on can neither be passed unnoticed 
nor forgotten easily. 
After studying his painting regarding Spanish civil war when he became 
greatly disturbed because the Braque down of Guernica was destroyed by 
bombardments he was in no condition to use colorful shades in his painting 
rather he made use of black, white & gray colour. Thus, it can be concluded that 
he not only has creative, &innate artistic mind but also has a human heart which 
was extremely effected by civil war immense misery and grief which was present 
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in his heart about people can be seen best in his painting like weeping women, 
Guernica, the most famous painting 
It has been conclude that Picasso is one of the important figures in the 
BLUE-PERIOD in which he entered in 1901. This period greatly emphasized the 
emotional isolation of the figure within their impersonal surroundings & during 
this phase enthusiastic early paintings were replaced by such painting which 
were monochromatic blue. His blue period showed his full artistic individuality 
based not only upon his talent but also an attitudes towards human being as 
shown in figures women ironing, Frugal repast child with a dove is the first of the 
series of canvases that comprise Picasso's blue period. Now we can conclude 
that he used a single dark and oppressive blue colour instead a variable range 
of brilliant colours^ this is because of the fact that his painting through out this 
period chiefly social Persimism, defection & despair. The subject are mostly the 
destitute street musician, last women, behind men & beggars. For the Portrayal 
of this misery, his choice of colour restricated the gloomiest coldest colour as 
seen in "The Blind Guilarist. 
Picasso's painting of 1905 turn away from social pessimism.^ Their colour 
suggest a personal sadness, the colour range from pink, ochers or grey as seen 
in "La Caiffuse". This period is called Rose or pink period. It has been found that 
he has also played a significant role in the field of art during this Rose period . 
This period brought about a radical change in colour and mood and it reveals 
Picasso's sure feelings for clerical simplicity. ^  
1. He always used bright and brilliant colour of the painting 
2. In 1905, the painting of Ricasso turn away from social pessimism. 
3. Ibid no. 294 
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Critically, it has been evaluated that Picasso not only has cunosify 
innovativeness and artistic nature to present the things happenings around him 
in painting, etching or sculptural forms but also the fun and analytical mind to 
forms, breaking them up into small structural planes, rectilinear near, like facets 
of cut diamond. Now it has considered that Picasso is the formest painter 
belonging to the peculiar art known as cubism IT is concluded that Pablo Picasso 
became famous in his art because of his unique multidimensional activities and 
creativities. He has his own unique, universal figure in the European art sphere 
His world known works are "Three musicians", Guernica", "war" and "Peace' 
etc." I SHE GOMT" is one of Picasso's most playful sculpture. 
It has been critically evaluated that Picasso is not only the important 
prominent figure in Blue period, Rose period, cubism and in impressionable 
age but also Expert in sculpture, Engraving, etching and other graphic work 
which can be best studied in his painting such as " Pitcher and bowl of fruit 
Minataur halfman, halfbull. His famous painting is Minatauromachia". A 
remarkable achievement of Picasso was that he etched the mind of his spectators 
In the end we can finally conclude that the art personality of Picasso dominated 
over the whole Europe an Screen of Modern art just because of his creation as 
we know his art has no limitations of time and space. As a result of which he has 
influenced not only the whole race of man kind cutting across all the barrier of 
the world. This dynamic seep for went on moving and creating land marks in the 
academic and intellectual sphere of Modern art of Europe. Throughout all the 
phases of his long career he went on adopting changes in almost every direction 
whether it is a mater of style and technique or diversity in medium and themes. 
All these efforts brought him up and one day he reached the tap shining and 
radiating like a sun which gives warmth to the world of creating art. His work can 
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neither be forgotten nor it can be passed unnoticed Ttie deep imprints which 
the great artist has leftover the minds of people of his age can not easily be 
erased Even today his works is rest and relevant rendenng a message of eternity 
to the world 
4. Picasso by Thomas & Hudson. 
5. His life & work of Picasso, written by Picasso 
6. Catalogue of Picasso. 
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COLOUR- PLATES 
TITLE OF PICASSO'S PAINTINGS f'LATES NO. 
La- Repausseuse (women-ironing) 1 
La Coiffure 2 
Les Demoiselles D'Avignon 3 
Portrait of Gertrude 4 
Pierrot 5 
Portrait of Henry Kahnweiler 6 
Women in an Armchair 7 
Three dancers 8 
Family of Saltimbanques 9 
Bull Fight 10 
The three ages of man 11 
Algerian women 12 
Guernica 13 
Still life with cat & Lobster 14 
The Old Jew 15 
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COLOUR- PLATES 
TITLES OF MY PAINTINGS PLATES NO. 
Mother with Child 1 
Perfect Fitting 2 
Gossiping 3 
Potter and his wife 4 
Tribal women 5 
Landscape of a beautiful Lake 6 
A cup bearer and the guitarist/ Wine and Music 7 
Fare Bargain 8 
Crucifixion of evil 9 
Innocence incomate 10 
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